Novel flavonol analogues as potential inhibitors of JMJD3 histone demethylase-A study based on molecular modelling.
Epigenetic modulation of gene expression has drawn enormous attention among researchers globally in the present scenario. Since their discovery, Jmj-C histone demethylases were identified as useful markers in understanding the role of epigenetics in inflammatory conditions and in cancer as well. This has created arousal of interest in search of suitable candidates. Potential inhibitors from various other scaffolds such as hydroxyquinolines, hydroxamic acids and triazolopyridines have already been identified and reported. In this direction, our present study attempts to target one of the important members of the family- namely JMJD3 (also known as KDM6B), that plays a pivotal role in inflammatory and immune reactions. Using molecular modeling approaches, myricetin analogues were identified as promising inhibitors of JMJD3. Extensive literature review showed myricetin as the most promising flavonol inhibitor for this enzyme. It served as a prototype for our study and modification of it's scaffold led to generation of analogues. The ZINC database was used as a repository for natural compounds and their analogues. Using similarity search options, 65 analogues of myricetin were identified and screened against JMJD3 (PDB ID: 4ASK), using the high throughput virtual screening and ligand docking tools in Maestro Molecular Modeling platform (version 10.5) from Schrödinger, LLC. 8 analogues out of 65 were identified as the most appropriate candidates which gave the best pose in ligand docking. Their binding mode and energy calculations were analysed using induced fit docking (IFD) and prime-MMGBSA tool, respectively. Thus, our findings highlight the most promising analogues of myricetin with comparable binding affinity as well as binding energy than their counterparts that could be taken for further optimisation as inhibitors of JMJD3 in both in vitro and in vivo screening studies.